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Calvin Klein Introduces the Katniss
Dress
BY JACQUIE LEE ON APRIL 18, 2012

Bella who? Katniss Everdeen, ass-kicking heroine of current zeitgeist obsession The Hunger Games
has joined the ranks of Gisele, Alexa and Lana del Rey with the release of Calvin Klein’s
namesake Katniss dress.

While we doubt the brand is a big seller in Panem, Calvin Klein and Katniss’s alter ego, Jennifer
Lawrence have quite the fashionable history . Lawrence caused a stir at her first Academy Awards
ceremony  (where she was nominated for her role in Winter’s Bone) in a sleek, unfussed floor-length
red gown; then continued her CK run at the New York premiere of The Hunger Games in a playful
forest green silk mini with a plunging neckline that left little to the imagination.
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Speculation has been rife about the Splendour in the Grass 2012 lineup. 
unlike last year, which featured headliners Kanye West and Coldplay, this year would not host any of the “world’s biggest artists”.
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The Katniss dress is far more demure, with its crisp apricot silhouette showcasing the SS12 pastels
trend to perfection. The silk crepe gown features shoulder cutouts, ruffled cap sleeves, a contrast
hammered-crepe bodice, pale-taupe piping and a detachable tulle bra – none of which seems to lend
itself towards shooting arrows or avoiding inevitable death by  fellow  Gamer.

No surprise then that dress has come under fire for being “decidedly  un-Katniss like”, with
speculation that the name was tacked on as a clever marketing ploy  following the design’s initial trip
down the runway. And when your creation costs a cool $5,000 from Net-A-Porter, it does seem a bit
daft to name it after a girl on the verge of starvation forced into a dystopian battle against her peers
for the entertainment of the wealthy  masses. The Effie Trinket dress would have been a much
smarter way  to go, don’t you think Francesco?

Images via MSNBC and Red Carpet Fashion Awards
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